played the strongest games for their team, while the punting of the former did much to keep Tech from scoring oftener. The entire team showed a lack of practice which made interference impossible, and the Tech line had little trouble in downing the Hyde Park backs without gain.

For Technology every one played well and hard. The backs necessarily carried off most of the glory, on account of their brilliant runs, while the center well deserved applause for its steadiness. Underwood and Howland are worthy of special mention; the former for his punting and dashes through the line, and the latter for his plucky runs around the ends at the close of the game.

The teams lined up at 3.17, Tech having the ball and the wind. Rockwell kicked over the line, and the visitors were obliged to kick from the 20-yard line. Underwood caught the ball at center and made 10 yards. The ball now changed hands twice on four downs, and Tech started her ground gaining by the tackle play. Rockwell, Underwood and Ames each made good gains; and Ames finally scored a touchdown from which Underwood kicked a goal.

Dyer kicked to Tech's 15-yard line, and Rockwell made a pretty run around right end for 20 yards. Slight gains followed and Underwood punted from the center of the field. Hayward made a return punt and Technology had the ball on Hyde Park's 30-yard line. Short but steady gains were made and Thomas scored through center. Underwood kicked a goal. Score: Technology 12, Hyde Park 0.

Dyer kicked to Rockwell, who made a fine 35-yard run before Brown tackled him. Freeman broke through and stopped a pass. After three attempts to gain through Tech's line Hayward punted to Tech's 5-yard line. An unfortunate fumble, owing to a wrong signal, lost the ball, and Hyde Park scored a touchdown and a goal.

Rockwell kicked 40 yards, and Tech got the ball on four downs, scoring the third touchdown; soon after Underwood kicked a goal, and the score for the first half remained, Tech, 18; Hyde Park, 6.

In the second half Howland took Thomas' place at half, while the latter played quarter instead of Mansfield. Dyer kicked to Howland and Underwood punted to center, Thomas getting the ball on a muff. The referee, however, made the remarkable decision of giving the ball and fifteen yards to Hyde Park. After short gains Tech got the ball for off-side play, and beginning with a pretty run of Howland's, carried the ball the entire length of the field, and scored after the steadiest advance of the game. Underwood kicked a goal, and the final score was 24 to 6 in favor of Technology.

The teams lined up as follows: Technology,—rushers, Ames, Coburn, Le Moins, Manahan, McCormick, Washburn, Rawson; quarter back, Mansfield; half backs, Thomas (Howland), Rockwell; full back, Underwood. Hyde Park,—rushers, Brown (Howard), Hurd, Dyer, Legate, Ruggles, Freeman, Brown (Rice); quarter back, Tower (Demick); half backs, Hull, House; full back, Hayward.


The following will serve as Officers of the Meeting at the Cross Country run November 10th: Referee, B. Hurd, Jr.; Starter, F. C. Green; Judges, E. A. Boeseke, E. A. Summer, Jr., G. P. Lawson; Timers, H. A. Boos, W. C. Marmon, H. W. Allen; Clerk of the Course, J. P. Ilsley, Jr.; Checkers, T. M. Vinton, '98 Class Captain; Inspector, W. C. Marmon.